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Go Beyond The Ordinary With Your Next Presentation...
 …provide a well-designed and rich multimedia experience!
 
  Wouldn’t it be great if you could have two of the most sought-after  graphic design professionals sitting next to you at your computer as  you navigate through the infinite possibilities of your next important  presentation? How to Wow with PowerPoint is the next best thing. It’s  the brainchild of Richard Harrington and Scott Rekdal, who have  developed an incredible way to help you reach your full creative  potential. A book for non-designers, Richard and Scott guide you step  by step through realworld projects with an emphasis on cutting through  the clutter and focusing on good design principles as a more effective  way to build presentations. You’ll receive tips and techniques on  everything from selecting and preparing images to integrating sound and  motion. Whether it’s adding effective transitions to your slides or  making the presentation technically sound and mobile, you’ll be given  the tools at every stage of the creative process in order to learn How  to Wow!
 
 We begin with the important essentials of typography,  layout, and design, and move on to creating tables, charts, graphs, and  custom templates. Next comes the fun stuff, with projects focusing on  audio and video files and integrating Flash. Finally, there is a  chapter devoted to exporting and publishing, including how to create  handouts, upload to the Web, and other ways to share your presentation.  On the How to Wow CD-ROM is everything you’ll need to complete the  projects.
 
 The How to Wow CD-ROM Makes it a Snap!

The How to Wow with PowerPoint companion CD at the back of this book contains all the files you’ll need, including:

	Easy  to use PowerPoint templates for each chapter to help you navigate  through these projects and learn essential techniques. And you can  modify the templates later for your own presentations.
	PLUS all  the photographs, video and audio files used in the projects! Follow  along with the lessons to dramatically increase your understanding of  how these features are used and how they can be applied to your work,  everyday!
	Extra presentation goodies that are ready to use such  as stock photos, fonts, backgrounds, extra templates, and checklists to  help you wow your audience.
 


About the Author
   
Richard Harrington is an expert in motion graphic design  and digital video. His skills were recognized by AV Video &  Multimedia Producer magazine, naming him one of the Top Producers of  2004. A member of the National Association of Photoshop Professionals  Instructor Dream Team, Richard is also a popular speaker. His previous  books include: Apple Training Series: iWork '06 with iLife '06;  Photoshop for Video, 3rd Edition; and Understanding Adobe Photoshop.
 
  Scott Rekdal  has worked in the advertising, design, and marketing fields for nearly  15 years. He has directed creative teams for Fortune 500 and government  clients from the initial pitch to hands-on strategy and design. He has  also produced PowerPoint presentations for advertising pitches, CEO  speeches, and annual meetings.
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Reactive Design PatternsManning Publications, 2017

	
		Summary

	
		Reactive Design Patterns is a clearly written guide for building message-driven distributed systems that are resilient, responsive, and elastic. In this book you'll find patterns for messaging, flow control, resource management, and concurrency, along with practical issues like test-friendly...
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BeagleBone Home AutomationPackt Publishing, 2013

	The Internet of Things is now being taken up by tech corporations but this fantastic book brings you the DIY approach to home automation using BeagleBone. From dimming the lights to opening the garage door -- it's all here.


	Overview

	
		Practical approach to home automation using BeagleBone; starting from...
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The Success of Open SourceHarvard University Press, 2004
Much of the innovative programming that powers the Internet, creates operating systems, and produces software is the result of "open source" code, that is, code that is freely distributed--as opposed to being kept secret--by those who write it. Leaving source code open has generated some of the most sophisticated developments in...
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Programming Microsoft Internet Explorer 5 (Microsoft Programming Series)Microsoft Press, 1999
This professional-level resource demonstrates how to quickly bring browser functionality to business applications using the Internet Explorer 5 development platform. Readers investigate core techniques for exploiting version 5 enhanced programmability-including scripting with DHTML, hosting the WebBrowser control, and adding functionality with HTCs...
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Pro Android GamesApress, 2009
Do you remember landmark games like Wolfenstein 3D, Doom, and Asteroids? Well, here’s an exciting opportunity to build and/or port these games to one of the hottest mobile and netbooks platforms today: Google’s Android.

Pro Android  Games teaches you how to build cool games like Space Blaster and...
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Music and Mathematics: From Pythagoras to FractalsOxford University Press, 2006
The invitation to write an introduction to this collection offered a welcome opportunity to reflect on some of the historical, scientific, and artistic approaches that have been developed in the linking of mathematics and music. The two have traditionally been so closely connected that it is their separation that elicits surprise. During the late...
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